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Abstract: Accurate tumor localization is critical to early-stage cancer diagnosis and 

therapy. The recent force-guided technique allows to determine the depth of a 

suspicious tumor on the insertion path, while the spatial localization is still a great 

challenge. In this paper, a novel robot-assisted procedure was proposed to identify 

special tumor location using force signals during needle rotation. When there is a harder 

tumorous tissue around the needle rotation, an abnormal force signal will point to the 

location of the suspicious tissue. Finite element simulation and phantom experiment 

were conducted to test the feasibility of the procedure for the tumor localization. The 

simulation results showed that the harder tumorous tissue made a significant difference 

on the stress and deformation distributions for the surroundings, changing the needle-

rotation force signal when the needle rotated towards the harder tissue. The 

experimental results indicate that the direction of the tumor location can be identified 

by rotation-needle force signals. The intersection point of the two identified directions, 

derived from force signals of twice needle rotation, determined the tumor location 

ultimately. Also, parametric sensitivity tests were performed to examine the effective 

distance of the tumor location centre and the needle insertion point for the tumor 

localization. This procedure is expected to be used in robot-assisted system for cancer 

biopsy and brachytherapy. 
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1. Introduction 

Effective early-stage diagnosis and therapy of cancer is critical to prevent disease 

development. Although digital rectal examination (DRE) has been commonly used to 

detect suspicious tumor tissue, a patient can be diagnosed with cancer only by needle 

biopsy, in which the suspicious tissue is removed by needle for further examination [1]. 

For the cancer therapy, brachytherapy is commonly used to treat early-stage cancer, in 

which radioactive sources are placed close to the tumor for radiotherapy [2]. Thus, 

accurate localization of the tumor is important to cancer diagnosis and therapy.  

Recent advances in robot-assisted minimally invasive surgery (MIS) provided 

intelligent technology for tumor localization. Guided by Transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) 

or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), a needles can be driven by a robotic manipulator 

to reach the target location [3-8]. Although image-guided technology have many 

appealing merits, there are still challenges for accurate localization. For example, 

TRUS is limited by its poor imaging quality, which reduces the detection rate 

significantly [9, 10]. MRI can provide higher spatial solution, but a metal needle 

inevitably generates a susceptibility artifact that would misguide the needle insertion 

and probably damage the normal tissue [11, 12].  

To allow more accurate localization, force-guided technique has been proposed to assist 

TRUS and MRI navigation in robotic MIS [13-16]. This technique is based on the 

biomechanical theory that tumor tissue increases its induration and becomes harder than 

the normal tissue [17-20]. The harder tumor tissue would make a difference on the 

needle force signal, which can be used to identify the tumor location. The needle-tissue 



force interaction has been investigated in the previous studies. Brett et al [21, 22] 

performed pioneering work on characterization of needle force to identify the type of 

tissue that on the needle insertion path. Kataoka et al [23] measured tip and friction 

needle forces when a needle is penetrating into a prostate. Okamura et al [24, 25] 

developed a mathematical model to simulate needle insertion mechanics, in which 

tissue stiffness, needle friction and puncture were computed. The model has also been 

used in surgical simulation and robot-assisted surgery. Majewicz et al [26] evaluated 

needle insertion forces using various needle types in ex vivo and in vivo experiments. 

Yan et al [27, 28], for the first time, proposed a force-guided technique for tumor 

detection using insertion forces in the prostate brachytherapy. By patients’ experiments, 

they validated the effectiveness of the force-guided technique for prostate cancer 

detection.  

However, the force-guided this technique only provides the depth of the suspicious 

tumor which is just on the path of insertion, spatial localization of a tumor uisng needle 

force is a significant challenge. In this paper, we proposed a novel robot-assisted 

procedure for tumor localization using needle-rotation forces signals. This procedure 

can predict the planar location of a suspicious tumor, which was validated using finite 

element simulation and phantom experiments. Also, we evaluated the effective range 

of needle-rotation localization in parametric tests. The proposed procedure is expected 

to use in robot-assisted guidance system for tumor localization.  

2. Materials and methods 

2.1Procedure description 



The procedure of the force-guided tumor localization refers to 3 needle motions: 

vertical insertion, planar deviation and 360-degree rotation. The needle forces in three 

directions (Fx, Fy and Fz) are recorded during the needle motion. The tumor’s location 

can be determined according to the force signals. The setup of the tumor localization 

procedure is illustrated in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. The setup of robot-assisted tumor localization procedure using needle force 

signals 

 

 

The main steps in the tumor localization procedure is elaborated as follows. 



Step 1: A needle is driven to insert a suspicious tissue vertically (Fig. 2a). When 

abnormal signals is found in insertion force (Fz), it is considered that the tumor is 

located on the path of needle insertion. The method for analyzing and determining the 

depth of the tumor can be found in the literature by Yan et al [28].  

Step 2: If there is no indication of abnormal signal during the insertion (Fig. 2b), the 

needle is then driven to perform a deviation in x-y plane (Fig. 2c), followed by a 360-

degree rotation around the insertion axis (Fig. 2d). Normally, the rotation force (𝐹𝑟 =

√𝐹𝑥 + 𝐹𝑦) as the needle motion exhibits smoothness. If there is a harder tumor around 

the needle, an abnormal force signal could be found when the needle rotates close to 

the tumor’s location (Fig. 2e). The direction of the tumor’s location relative to the 

insertion position can be identified according to the orientation of the abnormal signal 

(Fig. 2e).  

Step 3: The needle is pulled out and driven to insert the suspicious tissue at a different 

position (2nd insertion position), repeating Step 1. If there is no harder tumor on the path 

of needle insertion, the needle is then driven to perform a deviation and a 360-degree 

rotation, repeating Step 2. The direction of the tumor’s location relative to the 2nd 

insertion position can be identified in the second needle rotation (Fig. 2f). The location 

of the tumor is finally determined, which is the intersection of the two direction lines.  



 

Fig. 2 Main steps in the robot-assisted procedure of tumor localization using needle 

force signals.  

 

2.2 Evaluation by Finite element simulation 

Finite element (FE) simulation was conducted to evaluate the feasibility of the rotation 

force-guided procedure for tumor localization. The simulation was performed with a 

2D model in ANSYS 14.0 (ANSYS Inc., Canonsburg, PA) The 2D model includes a 

normal soft tissue (D = 30 mm), a tumor tissue (D = 5 mm) and a needle (D = 1 mm), 

shown in Fig. 2. The distance between the tumor center and the needle is 6 mm. 

Quadrangular elements were used for meshing the 2D model, since tetrahedron 

elements tend to exhibit mesh locking for large deformation. The contact relationship 

between the soft tissue and the needle was defined to be ‘frictionless’. The normal tissue 

and tumor tissue were grouped into a ‘multibody part’ to permit their node-sharing. The 

movement of the normal tissue boundary is limited. In the simulation, the needle 

perform a planar deviation, followed by a 360-degree rotation, shown in Fig. 3. 



 

Fig. 3. A planar FE model representing a slice of a human prostate, a tumor and a 

needle. The yellow arrows represent the motions of the needle: (a) deviation and (b) 

360-degree rotation.   

 

The tissues in this model were treated as linear elastic materials, in which the elastic 

modulus of the tumor was set to 75 kPa that is five times of the normal tissue (15 kPa). 

The needle was modeled as a rigid body, since its deformation was insignificant. The 

parameters of the model are listed in Table 1.  

 

Table 1 Geometries and material properties in the FE simulation 

 

 D (mm) NN NE E (kPa) μ 

Soft tissue 30 3152 3037 15 0.49 

Tumor  5 109 92 75 0.49 

Needle 1 9 4 — — 

Where: D, Diameter; NN, Number of nodes; NE, Number of elements; E, Elastic 

modulus; μ, Poinson’s ratio. 



2.3 Validation by phantom experimental test 

An experimental test was conducted to further validate the proposed procedure for 

tumor localization. Considering simple and controllable environments provided by 

phantom experiment (e.g. mechanical properties and boundary conditions) [25], 

phantom rather than biological tissue was used in the current experiment. A silicone 

phantom with an embedded rubber button was made for the samples. The silicon with 

elastic modulus of ~15 kPa was used to simulate a normal tissue. The rubber with a 

elastic modulus of ~75 kPa was used to simulate a hard humor. Such material properties 

were considered because it has been reported that the elastic modulus of the tumor 

tissue is three to seven times than that of the normal tissue [17-20]. A commercial 7-

DOF robotic manipulator (Cyton Gamma 1500, Robai Corporation, MA) was used to 

drive a needle to perform insertion, deviation and rotation. A 6-axis force/torque sensor 

(Nano17, ATI Industrial Automation, US), mounted between the end of the manipulator 

and the needle, was used to measure the interactive forces. The setup of the phantom 

experiment is shown in Fig. 4.  

The experimental procedure is described as follow. First, the needle was driven to insert 

into the phantom sample vertically at a velocity of 1 mm/s. The distance between the 

insertion axis and the center of the “rubber tumor” is about 5 mm. And the needle was 

driven to perform a 2.5-mm deviation toward any direction at a velocity of 1mm/s. Then, 

the needle was driven to perform a 360-degree rotation around the insertion axis at a 

velocity of 1mm/s. After finishing the first rotation, the needle was pulled out the and 

performed the second rotation at a different insertion position. The data of needle force 



vs. degree during the two needle rotations were recorded in real time.  

 

Fig. 4. The setup of the phantom experiment: A 7-DOF robotic manipulator was used 

to drive a needle to interact with the phantom tissues; A 6-axis force/torque sensor was 

used to measure real-time needle forces.  

 

2.4 Parametric sensitivity test for the experiment 

A parametric sensitivity test was conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the 

localization procedure to the distance between the tumor centre and the needle insertion 

position (TC-IP). In this parametric test, five different distances were considered, which 

are 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 mm. For each TC-IP distance, ten tests were performed to 

evaluate the effective range of tumor localization by this force-guided robotic procedure. 

The ratio of the maximum value to the average value of the needle force in a 360-degree 

rotation was used to indicate the sensitivity of the tumor localization. 

3. Results 



3.1 Evaluation by finite element simulation  

The deformations and stress distributions of the tissue during needle rotation are shown 

in Fig. 5. The two figures indicate that the harder tumor made significant differences in 

the deformations and stress distributions, especially when the needle approached 

toward the tumor tissue.  

 

 
Fig. 5 Simulation of the deformation (Subfigure a1~a4) and equivalent stress 

(Subfigure b1~b4) distributions in the tissue when the needle is rotating (θ). The 

maximal deformation is 2.5 mm and the maximal equivalent stress is 18.436 kPa.  

 

The resultant force (Fx, Fy and Fr) on the needle varying with the rotation degree (from 

0 to 360 degrees) is illustrated in Fig. 6. The rotation force (𝐹𝑟 = √𝐹𝑥 + 𝐹𝑦) reached the 

maximum value (5.49 N) when the needle just moved toward the position of the tumor. 

Also, a greater force (5.23 N) appeared again when the needle moved opposite the 



position of the tumor. It indicates that the direction of the tumor position can be 

identified by the characterization of the needle force curve during needle rotation.  

 

 

Fig. 6 The needle forces (Fx, Fy and Fr) varying with rotation degree. (𝐹𝑟 = √𝐹𝑥 + 𝐹𝑦) 

 

3.2 Validation by phantom experiment 

The accurate location of a tumor can be determined by performing two needle rotation 

procedures. Fig. 7 shows the curves of needle force vs. rotation degree in the two 

rotations. The degree for the maximum needle force in the first rotation is θ1 = 1.31 𝜋 

(Fig. 7a), which points to the direction of the tumor location relative to the first insertion 

position. The degree for the maximum needle force in the second rotation is θ2 = 0.70 

𝜋 (Fig. 7b), which points to the direction of the tumor location relative to the second 

insertion position.  



 

Fig. 7.  The curves of needle force vs. rotation degree in a) the first insertion point and 

b) the second insertion point. (The force signals have been filtered.) 

 

In order to illustrate the determination of the tumor location, the curve of the needle 

force vs. rotation degree was mapped as a contour plot, in which the color indicates the 

force value. The contour plots of the needle force for two rotations are shown in Fig. 8. 

It should be noted that the force value in the contour plot was moralized, in which all 

the force data was divided by the maximal value. The tumor location can be determined 

as the intersection of the two identified direction lines (P0), which is the solution of the 

following equations: 

{
x ∙ tanθ1 + (y1 − x1) = y

x ∙ tanθ2 + (y2 − x2) = y
 

where, P1(x1, y1) is the first insertion position; P2(x2, y2) is the second insertion position. 

The P0(x0, y0) can be determined as: 

x0 =
(y2 − x2) − (y1 − x1)

tanθ1 − tanθ2
, 

  y0 =
(y2 − x2) ∙ tanθ1 − (y1 − x1) ∙ tanθ2

tanθ1 − tanθ2
 



 

Fig. 8. The mapping of tumor localization using rotation forces by two needle rotation 

procedures. The Tumor position is determined to be the intersection of the two direction 

lines.  

 

3.3  Parametric sensitivity test for the experiment 

Five different distances (4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 mm) between the tumor centre and the 

insertion point (TC-IP) were considered in the sensitivity tests. For each TC-IP 

distance, 10 sensitivity tests were performed, in which the relation between the 

max/average ratio and the localization rate was evaluated (Fig. 9). The results indicate 

that the effective range of tumor localization by needle rotation force is within 8 mm 

TC-IP distance.  



 
Fig. 9. The max/average ratio and success rate for the different distances between the 

rotation axis and the tumor. 

 

4. Discussion 

As an effective aided navigation approach, force-guided technique has been used in 

robot-assisted MIS [13-16]. This technique is based on the biomechanics that tumor 

tissue increases the induration and becomes harder than the normal tissue. Previous 

studies have indicated that tumor tissue has a more crowded structure and glandular 

pattern than the normal tissue, which increases its density and stiffness [17-20]. 

Changes in the composition and micro structure of the living tissue produce a 

significant difference in its mechanical properties. Moreover, with the tumor’s growth, 

the surroundings produce more collagen to repair the damages caused by the invasion 

of tumorous cells. It is similar to the stromal reaction in the process of wound repair, 

leading to excessive collagen deposition and stiffening the surrounding tissue. The 



stiffened tissue shows a significant difference in mechanical properties, allowing for 

tumor localization using force-guided robotic technology. In this paper, we propose a 

novel robot-assisted procedure for tumor localization according to needle-rotation force 

signals, which was validated by finite element simulation and phantom experiments.  

Actually, the force-guided procedure for tumor localization is an invasive procedure, 

which would cause damage for the normal tissue. For the needle rotation in living tissue, 

increasing the rotation range (diameter) would definitely improve the accuracy of the 

localization rate, but it would also increase the incidence of tissue damage. Our 

preliminary experiment on living tissues has indicated that a 5-mm-diameter needle 

rotation doesn’t damage the normal tissue. Since a larger range of rotation would 

damage the surrounding tissue, the needle rotation in a diameter of 5 mm is 

recommended for the range of the localization procedure.  

Due to complicated situations in living tissue, it is a great challenge for the 

experimentally validated force-guided technology used into clinical surgery. Patient-

specific factors such as age, anatomy, clinical stage and medical history would make 

significant differences in the mechanical properties of tumorous and normal tissues in 

the prostate. The proposed force-guided technology is based on the relative difference 

of needle forces applied by the harder tumor and the normal tissue. Therefore, patient-

specific factors have little effect on the tumor identification for the current procedure. 

Still, much work will be needed on ex vivo and in vivo animal and human experiments 

in future studies. In our study, a 7-DOF robotic manipulator was used to perform needle 

motion including vertical insertion, deviation and 360-degree rotation. This commercial 



robotic manipulator was designed to imitate a human arm. Although the robotic 

manipulator is able to complete the required needle motions, the 7-DOF joints are 

redundant for the current procedure. In future research, we would attempt to design a 

special and simplified robot to perform the tumor localization procedure more 

effectively.  

In conclusion, we have proposed a novel robot-assisted procedure of needle rotation 

aiming to achieve tumor localization in the prostate. We used finite element simulation 

and phantom experiments to validate the proposed procedure. The simulation results 

showed that the harder timorous tissue affected the stress distribution in the surrounding 

tissue during needle rotation. The phantom experiment indicated that the tumor’s 

location can be predicted by means of two needle rotations in different points. These 

results are promising for further research be means of ex vivo and in vivo animal and 

human experiments using the proposed procedure. The current procedure is expected 

to be used in robot-assisted systems for prostate biopsy and brachytherapy. 
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